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P.RINCIPAL SYMBOLS 
a = Attenuation Factor 
a = Stress (psi) 
a = Stress at a,b,etc. (psi) 
a,b,etc. 
~ = Incremental indicator 
~z = Dimension of transfer element 
~ = Dimension of transfer element 
€ = Strain (in/in) 
~ = Viscosity 
e = Unknown multiplier used in method of characteristics 
p = Mass density 
a = Acceleration 
A 
c 
+ 
c 
c 
E 
F 
m 
M 
t 
u 
= Area 
= Velocity of wave propagation 
= Positive characteristic 
= Negative characteristic 
= Youngs Modulus 
= Force 
= mass 
= Constrained modulus determined from stress-strain curve 
= Measure of time 
= particle position 
= Pressure wave propagation velocity 
ix 
V = Velocity of Particle 
V = Velocity of particle at a,lb,etc. a,b,etc. 
X = Measure of distance 
Z = Measure of depth 
1.1 Background 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Large-scale nuclear explosions produce several effects from which. 
protection must be afforded. Radiation, heat, and blast are principal 
concerns of the designer of aboveground structures, while ground shock 
must be predictable for underground hardened structures. The prediction 
of the motions and forces impinging upon an underground facility necess-
itates the understanding of the velocity, acceleration, and pressure 
time histories and a useable method of describing what loads will arrive 
from the surrounding free field environment. 
The effects existing in the ground caused by ground shock are a 
function of weapon type, yield, height or depth of burst, range and 
depth of point of interest, weather and above ground conditions, and 
geology between burst point and point of interest(l). In particular, 
the regions of interest for determining ground response can be class-
ified according to their distance from the explosion. Close to ground 
zero, cratering, direct blast, and ground shock arising from air blast 
and ground pressures will be principal concerns. Currently, prediction 
of close-in response is difficult and field data are generally classified. 
Beyond this region, the "superseismic" zone is denoted by that area where 
the airblast related effects are observed first and ground transmitted 
shock effects are observed to arrive later. The airblast is characterized 
by a pressure wave that rises rapidly to its peak value and then drops 
steadily to atmospheric and even subatmospheric levele At this distance, 
the air shock wave is travelling more rapidly than the ground shock and 
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hence is superseismic. As the distance from ground zero increases, 
both the velocity and peak pressure of the air shock wave diminish 
until a point is reached where the arriving ground shock precedes the 
airblast or "outruns" it. Analysis of the outrunning region becomes 
more complicated due to the variety of initiating shocks, their timing,' 
and interaction. 
Analysis of ground motion values within the superseismic and out-
running region requires determination of peak values of stress, velocity, 
displacement and acceleration and the time histories of these values. 
The peak values are used in determining maximum effects to be encountered 
within a free field environment. Time histories provide knowledge of 
frequency content of the waves, phasing of maximum effects, and a basis 
for shock isolation decisions. Empirically derived equations from test 
data depict the attenuation of maximum values of stress, velocity, etc., 
with depth(2,3). Attempts to provide a time history of ground response 
have ranged from hand computation based on wave propagation theory(2,4,5) 
to more sophisticated finite element and finite difference approaches(6,7). 
While the hand computations are inexpensive and straightforward, they 
are lengthy and the "bookkeeping'"requirements increase rapidly with 
soil layering and other problem variables. The finite element/finite 
difference codes provide much more flexibility of input data but at a 
significant cost. 
Large-scale codes still have major shortcomings regarding late time 
phenomena, particularly that associated with cratering, near surface effects 
and effects at large distances from the explosion(l). Constituitive 
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properties and boundary conditions remain areas of concern with the 
large-scale codes. Also, low frequency, late arriving signals are 
present in the code calculations, but are often too small. The need 
for improvement of time histories is obvious, but the expense of 
current large-scale programs restricts experimentations 
1.2 Object and Scope 
The primary goals of this investigation were to examine a simpli-
fied means of calculating ground motion response. Initial development 
using a method of characteristics approach for a one--dimensional repre-
sentation provides the basic tool for analyzing the superseismic region. 
No previous studies have accomplished a programmable modeling of the 
shocking-up action of soil under extreme pressures using a method of 
characteristics approach. The one-dimensional inelastic program was 
used to undertake a parametric study of constituent relations. 
As a second part of the study, a two-dimensional program was 
developed to a~low for analysis of orthogonal response values and 
comparison of horizontal and vertical values with test data. 
In Chapter 1, a review of literature pertinent to wave propagation 
through multi-layered elastic .and inelastic media and the method of 
characteristics is presented. In Chapter 2, wave theory is described 
for elastic and inelastic homogeneous material. The method of char-
acteristics, a technique for simplifying the partial differential 
equations that depict the one dimensional equation of motion, is pre-
sented for elastic, single-layered media and more complicated inelastic, 
multi-layered caseS0 Within Chapter 2~ the theory is presented to ex-
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pand the one-dimensional representation in order that orthogonal effects 
may be analyzed and both superseismic and outrunning regions can be 
investigated. 
In Chapter 3, the method of characteristics is utilized for analysis 
of ground motion parameters and is employed to carry out a parametric 
study of the one-dimensional model to investigate the effect of altering 
the stress-strain curves of the various soil layers on the soil motion. 
The HE calibration tests on Mixed Company indicated that laboratory tests 
on small specimens do not adequately mirror the in-situ behavior of most 
materials, and hence a combination of laboratory testing and output-
based corrections must be used to refine the stress-strain curves for 
any 10cation(6). 
The method of characteristics parametric study was used to mqdify 
soil stress-strain curves from the laboratory test data so that final 
soil motion results would more clearly match test data. 
The results from the two-dimensional program were compared with 
one-dimensional data for fit and improvement of results versus cost. 
Chapter 3 also includes a comparison of actual test data with predicted 
values from the one-dimensional, two-dimensional, and empirically 
derived approaches. Conclusions arising from the study are presented 
and recommendations offered for future use of this program and associated 
future research. 
1.3 Review of Literature 
The method of characteristics was first proposed as a means of solving 
dynamics problems by Westergaard(8) for finding horizontal shears in 
buildings subjected to earthquake motions. The method was found useful 
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with relatively simple ground motions and elastic materials, and 
involved calculations of deflections and shears caused by wave trans-
missions through the material in question6 
Shock wave propagation in elastic materials was initially ex-
plored in classified reports during World War II and subsequently 
published in unclassified texts after the war(9,lO). The analysis 
entailed an x-t diagram and graphical solution of the propagation 
processe 
Heierli(4) recognized the applicability of the method of char-
acteristics for wave propagation in soil, but suggested that it could 
not. be used for inelastic behavior. Consequently, he developed the 
method of impulses," an extension of the characteristics method useable 
for inelastic materialo'This latter technique allowed calcul~tion of 
one-dimensional propagation of a pressure pulse into inelastic materials 
and used the equation of continuity of a particle of soil, Newton's 
Second Law, an'd a stress-strain relationship to solve graphically for 
the change of particle velocity in each time interval. 
Sauer and Ablow(ll) attempted to utilize the method of character-
istics coupled with a finite difference procedure to produce a machine 
oriented solution capability to the wave propagation problem. Their 
work was limited to elastic media and relatively small geometry problemse 
Because they had based their computational grid along the progressing 
wave fronts, they could visualize the wave passage clearly. However~ 
a great deal of bookkeeping problems were encountered at the intersection 
of each front and the "shocking 
material could not be handled. 
action encountered in inelastic 
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Abbott(S) amplified Heierli's findings to account for a multi-
plicity of waves generated by an instantaneous change of stress and 
"shocking up" behavior of the soil. However, the technique of the 
method of impulses remained a hand calculation procedure. 
Streeter and Wylie(12) described the use of the method of char-
acteristics to convert the partial differential equations represent-
ing hydrodynamics problems to ordinary differential equations from 
which spring the "characteristics." They then utilized a finite 
difference method to solve the differential equations. The method, 
although applied to hydrodynamics, held obvious application for soil 
dynamic,S problems. 
Newmark and Rosenblueth(13) presented a variation of Heierli's 
"pulse method" that applied to one-dimensional stress propagation,in 
non-linear materials and more nearly approached the method of char-
acteristics. The results of all of the above procedures allowed 
plotting by hand the characteristics that described wave propagation. 
Streeter, Wylie, and Richart(14) utilized the method of char-
acteristics for one-dimensional soil motion computations due to shear 
wave propagation for linearly elastic, viscoelastic, and strain-
softening soils. The method was made useable for computer application 
by describing the non-linear shear stress-shear strain curve by a 
Ramberg-Osgood approximation. They did not include "shocking up" 
stress-strain curves because of the low stress level and because it 
could not be depicted by the Ramberg-Osgood shearing approximationc 
They also used a composite of one-dimensional elements to form a two-
7 
dimensional latticework. However, their reports included no two-
dimensional input and were applied to shearing action in an elastic 
media only. 
Papadakis(15), Wylie, Streeter, Papadakis, and Richart(l6), and 
Richart(17) , presented results of the one and two-dimensional programs 
for shearing actions and only for materials that fit the Ramberg-
Osgood pattern. 
The foregoing studies and their findings suggested that such an 
approach might be efficiently developed for use with explosive effects, 
and thus provided the basis for this thesis study. 
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CHAPTER 2 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS 
2.1 Introduction 
Solution of partial differential equations through the use of the, 
method of characteristics dates to the early 19th century and the work 
of Monge(18). His use of the method of characteristics to solve the 
linear wave ~quation was followed by Massau's application of the theory 
to long water wave and soil mechanics problems(l8,l9). Later significant 
works included Westergaard's analysis of shear wave propagation in 
buildings(8) and Streeter and Wylie's text on hydrodynamics(12). The 
method is basically a procedure reducing either a second order linear 
partial differential equation or a pair of first order partial differ-
ential equations to a pair of ordinary linear differential equations 
(18,32). The ordinary differential equations may then be solved by 
more elementary methods. The theory is particularly suitable for the 
solution of the hyperbolic partial differential equations that describe 
propagation processes although it can also be applied to parabolic 
or elliptic forms that describe such problems as heat conduction or 
equilibrium. The basic notion of the method of characteristics is that 
we can better relate the mathematical description to the physical sit-
uation by selecting a coordinate system lying along the characteristics 
(18). In other words, by using a suitable coordinate system, we may 
transform the partial differential equations to ordinary differential 
equations and thus greatly reduce the problem complexitym 
A characteristic is a propagation path related more to the capacity 
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for propagation than to actual propagation(l8). Converging paths 
(characteristics) produce a change of energy at the point of intersection. 
By relating physical phenomena to an axis oriented along the characteris-
tic, the discontinuities existing across a characteristic can be avoided. 
For more detailed description of the method of characteristics, see 
Von Mises(20). 
2" 2 Application to loJave Propagation 
As applied to wave propagation through a solid media, the method 
of characteristics can be used to transform the wave equation into an 
ordinary differential equation capable of being solved by some numer-
fcal technique. The following example describes the application of the 
method to a uniform soil mass. Assume a soil mass of density p and 
dimensions as shown in Fig. 2.19 Under dynamic conditions the equation 
of equilibrium can be developed using Newton's second law (F=ma) to 
relate the equilibrium of external and inertial forces acting on the 
soil masSe The unbalanced force, F, acting on mass m can be deter-
mined as follows: 
F= dO' dxA dX 
dO" dxA:= 
dX 
which reduces to: 
dO' dxA = 
dX 
av 
pAdx at 
m= pAdx 
or 
By applying the constituitive stress-strain relationship 
0' ::: E E 
x X 
(2.1) 
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where E represents the appropriate constrained modulus, and 
au 
Ex == ax 
Substitution of the foregoing into Eq. (2.1) produces the well-known 
wave equation: 
a2 u a2u E~=~ or (2.2) 
Differentiating the constituitive relationship ( 0= Ec) with respect 
to time leads to: 
~ = E ~ == E .L au == E '"\ta~xu dt dt at dX 0 0 
Because V(particle velocity) is equal to dU ~, the above equation becomes: 
~ = E dV 
1'\. '" en::. dX 
By applying the method of characteristics, the partial differential Eqs. 
(2.1) and (2.3) can be converted to ordinary differential equations by 
the following technique(12): 
Multiplying Eq. (201) by an unknown multiplier e and adding to Eq. (2.3) 
produces: 
e dO" _ 8 dV + dO _ E aV :: 0 
dX Pat dt dX 
Combining terms results in the following equation: 
( ~ + ao) _ 8 ( dV + ~ dV ) :: 0 
ax at P dt p8 dX 
The values in brackets can be recognized as total or ordinary derivatives 
by noting the following uses of the chain rule(2l,22) g 
do = dO" dX + dO" and dV = dV + dV ax 
dt dX dt dt dt dt dX dt 
dX Hence, the values in brackets become the total derivatives if 8= at 
E dX in-the first case and p8 == at in the second. 
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or E 2 -=8 p 
But, by definition from the wave equation, ! == c 2 • p 
nizing that the velocity of wave propagation c == 8 
becomes: 
dO ao av E dV (c - + - ) - pc ( - + - - ) == 0 dX at at pc ax 
Therefore, recog-
== + ax 
- at' Eq. (2.4) 
(2.5) 
Solution of this differential equation can be accomplished by combining 
functions of like variables so that each combined function must equate 
to 0 because it is independent of the other(23)@ 
( dO" _ pc av ) == 0 
at at 
Thus, 
becomes a characteristic equation and the following relations are valid: 
if 
the c + 
ao 
af-
if c 
-the c 
ao + 
at 
dx 
c == +-dt 
characteristic 
av 0 pc - == 
at 
dx 
== - dt 
characteristic 
dV pc - == 0 
at 
becomes: 
becomes: 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
where c represents the slope or velocity of propagation of the wave 
and Eqs. (2.7) and (2.9) represent the partial differential equations 
transformed into total differential equations by a coordinate trans-
formation. Thus, at any point at a given time on a plot of distance 
versus time, only earlier time events lying at a distance bounded by the 
rays(characteristics) of maximum wave propagation velocity can influence 
the later point in time. Thus, the region of influence for some point p 
must be bounded by the + and - characteristics and described by the 
equation associated with those values of the characteristics (Fig. 2.2). 
In order to evaluate the properties at point p on Fig. 2.2, it 
only becomes necessary to apply the known values at points A and B to 
the characteristic equations involving point p and solve. ~vo tech-
niques are used for the numerical calculation; the standard technique 
of integrating along the two main characteristics and the Hartree 
technique(24). However, the programming difficulties associated with the 
strict use of the method of characteristics make it impractical to utilize. 
Consequently, at some stage in the computational process, approximations 
must be made. The method of characteristics is, in principle, an exact 
method of solving propagations but because the problem is a physical one 
with inherent limitations in parameter measurement, it would be meaning-
less to complicate the mechanical solution unnecessarily for a minute 
increase in accuracy. Thus, by the use of a finite difference approach, 
the mechanical procedure can be considerably simplified, with small loss 
of accuracy(25). The method can be applied to three-dimensional, two-
dimensional, and one-dimensional solutions(15,19,26)e 
2.3 Application to Elastic Nedia 
To apply the method of characteristics in solving one-dimensional 
elastic problems, it is expedient to divide a distance versus time graph 
as shown in Fig. 2.3. Stability of computation can be achieved by insur-
< ing that 6t ~zic where c is the maximum value of wave propagation 
encountered throughout the time interval(18). For elastic materials, c 
remains constant throughout the computations while for inelastic behavior, 
the use of the greatest value of c within that interval will insure that 
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the c+ and c characteristics .fall within the computational grid ~z-~te 
If ~t is assumed constant throughout the computational process, then ~z 
will be determined in each layer by the value of c for that layer. Once 
grid parameters have been determined, the solution proceeds as follows: 
At time t=t the values of velocity and stress are known at the 
a 
input boundary such as in Fig. 203. That is, cra , crb , crd' cre and Va' Vb' 
+ Eqse (2.7) and (2.9), the c and c 
characteristics, can be converted from the differential equations form 
to a finite difference notation as in Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11) (14). 
+ pc(V V ) 0 (2elO) c : ap - O'a - = p a 
-
- (J + pc(V Vb) 0 (2" 11) .c : crp = b P 
Subscripts denote location within the computational grid as in Fig .. 2.38 
By solving simultaneously the two characteristic equations, the value of 
0a + 0b + pc(Vb - Va) 
O"p = 2 (2 .. 12) 
and (J - (J 
b . a + Va + Vb pc 
2 (2 .. 13) 
can be determined for the point p at time tIe Likewise, all other points 
at tl can be determined from known values at toG At bedrock, the velocity 
of the particles is O. Therefore, Eq& (2.10) can be solved directly for 
a.. Thus, p 
a (bedrock) = a - pcV a p a a 
At the surface, velocities can be determined from input pressure. Hence, 
Up will be known and using Eq .. (2&11), 
ab - a 
Vp(surface) = pc P + Vb (2 .. 15) 
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A program to determine a response time history utilizing the method of 
characteristics applied to elastic media is included as Appendix A. 
2.4 Application to Inelastic Materials 
2.4.1 Wave Propagation in Inelastic Media--By assuming an inelastic 
material with stress-strain curve as in Fig. 2.4, the wave propagation velo-
city can be derived by looking at a differential element of the material as 
in Fig 2.5 (27). From Newton's Law: 
!1aA 
or !1a :: !1v PLlx !1t 
From the constitutive relationship: 
!1a :: LlE:(da) 
. dE: 
Therefore: 
da LlV !18dE: :: p!1x !1t 
!1x Recalling that c= Llt then 
da !1€(d€):: pcLlV or 
Strain, displacement divided by length, becomes 
!1€= !1V!1t = LlV 
!1x c 
Therefore, 
c2 :: 1:. (da) 
p dE: or 
/1 da c = -(-) 
P dE: 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
(2.20) 
dO' 
where ds is the tangent to the stress-strain curve(tangent modulus). 
Fig. 2.4 indicates the dependence of propagation rate on the tangent 
modulus of the stress-strain curve and hence the faster propagation at 
low stresses where the modulus is higher. 
For materials with upturning stress-strain curves, Selig demonstrated 
that waves propagated with a velocity equal to the secant modulus as shown 
in Figs. 2.6 and 2.70 The shaded area within each figure represents 
unrecoverable energy principally dissipated in the form of thermal 
energy. With the upturning curve, the faster propagation occurs with 
higher stress levels and hence the higher stresses tend to overtake the 
lower stress waves and form a steep~ rapidly rising pressure wave that 
leads to a shock. 
For unloading waves, Kolsky(28) demonstrated that the propagation 
velocity was dependent upon the unloading modulus. Consequently, 
because the unloading portion of stress-strain curves are normally 
steeper than loading segments, the unloading wave will overtake the 
or~ginal stress wave and cause an internal reflections Simultaneously~ 
the unloading wave will cause a decrease in the magnitude of the stress 
pulse as will any succeeding unloading waves. 
The method of characteristic analysis of non-linear materials 
utilizes the above concepts to develop a stress-strain curve composed of 
linear elastic segments connected to accommodate any shape of theoretical 
curve 0 The two examples shown in Fig. 2.8 are modeled by three and four 
segments respectively 0 The first represents a strain hardening material, 
while the second provides for'initial rapid seismic velocity, a later 
decrease in modulus, and finally, a strain hardening effectQ The curves 
can be refined to any degree by simply defining sufficient linear segments 
to comprise the wholes 
The modulus to be utilized during a given time step in the method 
of characteristics is determined by comparing the stress level at a 
previous time step on the z-t grid with the current pressure level so 
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that the modulus connecting them may be evaluated. At each time step, 
a new modulus must be calculated for each position to be analyzed in 
order that wave propagation velocity at that point and time may be 
determined. The determination of a proper modulus at any time is a 
problem separate from the method of characteristics and requires use 
of a constitutive model developed separately for the computer program. 
The model utilized with this approach was purposely kept simple and 
exhibited some limitations discussed later. 
2.4.2 The Method of Characteristics Applied to l-D Inelastic 
Media--From basic wave propagation theory (see Eqs. 2.1 and 2.3) the 
following Eqs. can be written: 
dO" E dV 
at- = dX and 
These are valid as long as E and p remain constant throughout the 
duration dt. By subdividing the Viz-til diagram and assuming material 
linearity throughout the incremental time step, average constrained 
modulus and density values can be utilized within each interval. 
Through the use of the method of characteristics as shown in section 2.2, 
the partial differential equations can be reduced to the following char-
acteristic forms: 
+ dO" v aV + l1a (dV) 0 (2&21) c . dt - = . P p at at az 
dz jM+-L (2.22) -= v = dt p P p6t 
dO" + av 11a av 0 (2.23) c : pv p d.t + at ( 3Z ) = at 
dz jM II (2.24) 
-=-v =- p + p!1t dt p 
where 
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v = pressure wave propagation velocity p 
M ~ appropriate constrained modulus 
p soil density 
11 ::: viscosity 
v = particle velocity 
The third term in the above characteristic forms includes the 
effects of viscositye If negligible, that term may be dropped. 
Referring to the subdivided liz-tV! diagram in Fig. 2.9, the 
characteristic equations become in finite difference form: 
c+: ap - Or - P2vp2 (Vp - Vr ) + 2~z (Vb - Va) = 0 
l:1z - v =: J :t-h + ~ 
l:1t - p2 P2 P26t 
Subscripts re~er to locations on the z-t grid. 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
In order to insure stability of the method of characteristics, 
each characteristic must remain within the bounds of a given 6t 
and ~z. Therefore, from Eq. (2.28) 
( 6z). = [ ;l<MID)i + ~] ~t 
1 \1- Pi P16t 
M represents the maximum value of the constrained modulus as determined 
m 
by the stress-strain relationship for the soil. M must be evaluated for 
m 
each layer so that when calculations proceed, vpi ~t ~ ~zi at all times. 
From the above characteristics, solutions of the wave propagation problem 
can proceed from time to to to t 2 , etc. All solutions rely upon 
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the assumptions that an average stress within each increment of depth 
is applicable, inelastic stress-strain conditions can be approximated 
by linear segments of a stress-strain curve ~vithin each ~t - ~z element, 
and linear interpolation of points rand s within each ~z element does 
not produce significant error. 
The method of characteristics proceeds in the solution of the 
wave propagation problem in the following manner. After determining 
values of velocity and stress at all depths for a given time, t , 
o 
velocity and stress at time tl are found at any point p by simultaneous 
solution of the characteristics. Within AC, that is ~z2 in Fig. 2.9, 
M2 is calculated as in section 2.4.1 from a separate analysis of the 
stress-strain curve for either loading or unloading as appropriate, 
and based Gn the average value of stress (0 + 0 )/2. The wave prop-
a c 
agation velocity vp2 is calculated from Eq. (2.26). In like manner, 
M3 and vp3 are determined from the stress-strain curve and Eq. (2.28). 
Knowing vp2 and vp3' values of velocity and stress at rand s can be 
obtained from the following interpolation equations: 
V V ~t V ) (2.29) ::: - - (v ) (V 
r c 6Z2 p2 c a 
~t 
(J r (2.30) 0 ::: 0 - - (v ) (0 
r c t:.Z2 p2 c a 
V V ~t - V ) (2.31) ::: - - (v ) (V 
s C ~Z3 p3 C b 
0 0 
~t ab) (2.32) ::: - - (v )(0 s C t:.Z3 p3 C 
The characteristic Eqs. (2.25 and 2.27) can be used to solve for 
a and V in the following manner. p p 
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+ (V - V ) + 112 (V -V) = 0 (2.33) c : (5 - (5 
- P2vp2 p r p . ~Z2+ ~Z3 b a r 
- + (V - V ) + }1s (Vb - Va) a (2.34) c : (5 - (5 P3vp3 = p s p S ~Z2+ ~Z3 
Solving for V produces by simultaneous solution: 
p (V V) 
V 
P 
(5 -(5 +p v V +p v V I h - a 
s r 2 p2 r 3 p3 s ~Z2+~Z3 (112-113) 
P2Vp2 + P3vp3 
Similarly, solving for (5 leads to: p 
P v P2vp2 (5 (1 + _LPl.) 
- (5 - a + P2v 2(V -V )+ P P3 vp3 r P3vp3 s P r s 
or 
(2.35)· 
(Vb - Va) P2v 2 (11 +11 p) = (~z2+~z3) 2 3P3vp3 
}13 P2V p2 
0 
(112 + P3vp3 ) (2,,36) 
All interior points can be calculated by the use of Eqs. (2.35 and 
For surface points, a is known from the overpressure time history. p 
Consequently, the c- characteristic, Eq. (2.27) can be solved directly 
for V " P 
111 
(5 -(5 - - (V - V ) 
V s p ~z 2 I +V (2.37) = p P,vn , s 
- r-
A b d k 1 · bOTh fbi the c+ t e roc , ve OClty ecomes. ere ore, Y us ng 
characteristic, Eq. (2.25) becomes: 
l1n Vn 
a = a - p v V + -- (2.38) p r npn r ~z 
Gravity effects are not included in the forgoing development and 
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the above results reflect only dynamic stresses. A direct super-
position of static stresses will produce the total stress history. 
Appendix B contains a Fortran IV program capable of using the 
method of characteristics to analyze wave propagation in inelastic 
materials under one-dimensional conditions. 
2.4.3 The Method of Characteristics Applied to 2-D Inelastic 
Media--The two-dimensional analysis is achieved by superposition of 
two one~dimensiona1 arrays; one horizontal and one vertical. All 
energy is conserved at the intersection of the arrays by the use of 
a transfer node. Stress and velocity values are distributed within the 
intersection node and used as input for the continuing time history in 
each array. Energy dissipation occurs only within a line element and 
not at the node. The use of the transfer node is depicted in Fig. 2.10 
for the case of pressure wave transmission only. By applying Newton's 
law to the transfer node and recognizing the node as a negligible 
mass, the following equations can be written: 
LF = 0 
x 
LF = 0 
z 
(alp -
(adp -
Orp) /).Z := 0 
a ) /).X := 0 
up 
(2.39) 
(2.40) 
Differentiating the total strains with respect to time and remembering 
that dO' E dV leads to: -= 
at ax 
dV 1 dO'x v dO'z x (2.41) --:= 
- E dt + E dt dx 
dV 1 dO' dO' (2.42) z z v x 
--:= 
---+--dz E dt E dt 
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In finite difference notation:· (see Figs. 2.10 and 2.11 for notation) 
v -V 
rp 1~_ 
!J.X 
and 
0' +01 -0' -0'1 0' +crdp-O'ub-O'db rp p ra a + ( ~ ) _u ...... P_--A ______ _ 
2E!J.t E 2!J.t 
0' +O'd -0' b-O'db 
up p u + ( 'V ) 
2E!J.t E 
0' +0 -0' -0' 
rp IE ra la 
2!J.t 
(2.43) 
(2.44) 
In work done at the University of Michigan(16) , the use of the transfer 
element was proposed but did not allow for layered or inelastic materials 
that fit other than the Ramberg-Osgood stress-strain approximations. 
The present analysis considers both non-linear and layered materials. 
Looking at the one-dimensional line elements that exist between 
transfer nodes, the differential equation for pressure wave propagation 
through a vertical one-dimensional element becomes: 
dO' 
dZ pg -
dV Pat = 0 (2.45) 
If only dynamic effects are considered, the gravity term may be 
dropped to produce: 
(2.46) 
Differentiating the constitutive relationship with respect to 
time leads to: 
or dO' EdV at = dZ 
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By applying the method of characteristics, the apparent wave velocity 
becomes: 
v = /2.+...L. 
p V p pf1t 
if no viscosity is considered. 
or (2.48) 
Referring to Figse 2.11 and 2.12, the finite difference expression 
+ -for the compatability equations along the vertical c and c character-
is tics are: 
-
- a - p(m)v (m)[V -V] II (m) (V -v b) 0 (2.49) c : (J - f1z (m) = up q p up q q u 
+ 
- a + p(n)v (n)[Vd -v ] - b!(n) (Vdb-Vy) 0 (2.50) c : O"dp f1z(n) = y p p y 
aq , cry' crq , and cry can be obtained from the following interpolations: 
f1 t (2.51) cr = crub v (m)(cr b-crd )6--q p u e z 
6t (2.52) cr = 
°" db vp(n)(crdb-cruf) 6z y 
V Vub v (m)(V b-Vd ) 6t (2.53) = q p u· e 6z 
V Vdb - vp (n) (V db -Vuf) 
6t (2.54) = y f1z 
Simlar1y, the partial differential equation governing wave 
propagation through horizontal one-dimensional elements is: 
dcr av (2.55) -- P3t = 0 dX 
V is the particle velocity in the vertical direction. The constituency 
equation for the horizontal element becomes: 
dCJ Eav _ a2v (2.56) 
-at- ax lJaxat 
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By using the method of characteristics, the above equations are trans-
formed into ordinary differential equations and become: 
+ c : 
-
c : 
y- (k) 
0lp- as + p(k)vp(k) [Vlp-Vs ] - 6x(k) (Vla-Vs ) = 0 
0rp - at - p(l)vp(l) [Vrp-Vt ] -~{~i) (Vt-Vra) = 0 
(2.57) 
(2.58) 
The values of a , a , a , and a again come from interpolations as 
s t s t 
listed below: 
- v (k)(Ol -0 ) f1t (2.59) 
° 
:::: Cf f1x s la p a rc 
°t :::: a - v (1)(0 -0 ) 
f1t (2.60) 
ra p ra ld f1x 
V f1t (2.61) :::: v - v (k)(V -v )--
s la p la rc f1x 
Vt V 
6t (2.62) :::: - V (l)(V -V )--
ra p ra ld f1x 
All of the above equations are solved at each node for every time step 
to find velocities and stresses at point p. 
lead to: 
:::: 0 
:::: 0 
Eqs. (2.39) and (2.40) 
(2.63) 
(2.64) 
Eqs. (2.63), (2.64), (2.43), (2.44), (2.49), (2.50), (2857), and 
(2.58) are now solved simultaneously for the values of the following 
unknowns: 
To accomplish the simultaneous solution, let 
v(m)+ll(n) 
4f1z 
11(k)+11(l) 
4f1x 
= A 
:::: B 
(2.65) 
(2.66) 
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p(m)v (m) p == C(m) 
2El\t == D 
\) 
== DD 2El\t 
Vuf-Vde == G 
v1d-vrc == H 
O'ra+cr1a == AJ 
O'ub+crdb == AKK 
By combining the above equations, they can be rewritten as: 
0' == 0' lp rp 
0' == 0' dp up 
v -v 
rp Ip 
l\X 
v -v 
up dp 
l\Z 
== -
== -
(0' +cr -AJ) 
rp Ip + DD(O' +cr -AKK) D up dp 
(0' +cr IllUAKK) 
up dp + DD(O' +cr -AJ) 
D rp Ip 
(2.67) 
(2.68) 
(2.69) 
(2. 70) 
(2.71) 
(2.72) 
(2.73) 
(2.74) 
(2.75) 
(2.76) 
(2.77) 
0' -0' -c(m)(V -v )+AG == 0 (2.78) 
up q up q 
ad -0' +c(n)(Vd -v )+AG == 0 (2.79) p y p y 
a -0' -c(k)(V -v )+BH == 0 (2.80) lp s Ip s . 
0' -0' +c(l)(V -v )+BH == 0 (2.81) 
rp t rp t 
Solving Eqs. (2.78), (2.79), (2,80), and (2.81) for the unknown 
velocities produces: 
0' -0' +AG 
V == up. g + V 
up c(rn) q 
-0' +cr -AG 
V == dp' Y + V 
dp c(n) y 
(2.82) 
(2.83) 
a1 -a +BH p s 
VIp = e(k) + Vs 
-rJ -K1 -BH 
V = rp t + V 
rp e(l) t 
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(2.84) 
(2.85) 
By letting 01 = a and ad = a and inserting Eqs.(2.82) through p rp p up 
(2.85) into Eqs. (2.76) and (2.77) the following equation is derived: 
~rp+<Jt-BH +vJ_~rp-crs+BH +v] 
e(l) ~X e(k) = - (2a1p-AJ) + (DD)(2a -(AKK» (2.86) 
D up 
Eq. (2 .. 87) can be solved for a to give: 
rp 
rJ = a L 1 1 1 l -rJ q +AG 
rp uP~(m)2~Z(DD) + e(n)2~Z(DD) + (D) (DD)J + c(m)2~Z(DD) 
va + AG 
+ q _ .-:;L.--,---,.---""!,",,, 
2(~Z)(DD) c(n)2~Z(DD) 
V 
Y 
2~Z(DD) 
AKK AJ 
2D(DD) +"2 
The solution for a is then placed in Eq. (2.86) to solve for: 
rp 
cr = crrp~ 6X~(1)- ~XC~k)+ ~+ :~:~:)+ ~ + :~:~:) + ~ - ~ 
up 2DD 
+ DD(AKK) 
2DD 
or in explicit form: 
(2.89) 
(5 = 
up 
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-(5 +AG V (5 . + (AG) V AKK AJ 
q + g y y 
c(m)26Z(DD) 26Z(DD) - c(n)26Z(DD) - -2~(D-D~)~6-Z 2D(DD) + Z-
2(DD)- - 1 - 1 +2)~1 + 1 + 1) 
6Xc(1) 6Xc(k) ~~(m)26Z(DD) c(n)26Z(DD) D(DD) 
E 1. 1 + -D2] -6Xc(1) - 6Xc(k) 
+ Eb~:~:) + ~ + :~:~:) + ~ - ~ + (DD) (AKK) l (2.90) 
2 (DD) - - 1 - 1 + 2 l J. + J. + 1 )J 
6Xc(l) 6Xc(k) D)\c(m)26Z(DD) c(n)26Z(DD) D(Di5)] 
Eg. (2.90) can then be used in Eq. (2.88) to solve for (5 and 
rp 
coupled with Egs. (2.74) and 2.75) leads to the values of (5lp and 0 dp • 
Egs. (?82) through (2.85) are then utilized to solve for the unknown 
velocities at each new point p. This process must be applied for each 
time step 6t for all points within the x-z grid. An iterative p.ro-
cedure for accomplishing this calculation forms the basis for the two-
dimensional program listed in Appendix C. 
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CHAPTER 3 
GROUND MOTION ANALYSIS 
3.1 Application of the One-Dimensional Program 
In order to examine the results produced by the method of char-
acteristics, the program was applied to the analysis of a large-scale 
nuclear explosion. The object was to compare ground motion values, 
velocity and stress, with the field test results. After initial compar-
isons, soil data parameters (the stress-strain curve) were varied in 
a parametric study to analyze qualitative changes in the soil motion 
time histories. Modifications were made to laboratory soil data to 
refine the soil model used in the method of characteristics. Finally, 
quantitative comparisons were made between the method of characteristics 
response time histories and the test results recorded at the Nevada test 
site for the Priscilla (37KT) test. 
Initial values for soil parameters at the Nevada test site were 
interpreted from Cooper and Bratton's report comprising soil data taken 
both at the time of the test and later(29). Data from Peterson's 
reports were also utilized for comparison(33)0 The soil profile is 
depicted in Fig. 3.1 and can generally be classified into five layers 
with slight variance in the horizontal directionse The profile shown, 
coupled with the dynamic stress-strain curves presented by Cooper and 
Bratton provided the basis for an elastic, bi-linear, and multi-linear 
stress-strain representation for the soil. The elastic representation 
contained values as shown in Fig. 3.2 and produced a particle velocity 
time history depicted in Fig. 3.3. Even though the elastic representation 
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varied from the test results, some positive aspects of the method were 
evident. Comparison of the elastic response with actual data indicated 
a more rapid rise time, greater maximum value, and late time reflections 
not occurring in the actual case. All of the above conditions should 
have been expected because the elastic representation produces no 
attenuation of either the initial shock wave or reflected waves. The 
lack of a precursor wave formation in the elastic case was because the 
idealized pressure wave input did not contain a precursor. Brode's(30) 
equations predicting the expected peak overpressure coupled with Newmark's 
(31) height of burst curves were used to predict a time history of over-
pressure felt at various distances from ground zero. The predictions 
provided a shock wave impinging on the ground surface with no precursor. 
However, because of non-ideal conditions, actual instrumentation showed 
a precursor as depicted in Fig. 3.4. Because the match of pressure 
pulse characterizations were good except for the peak value(theoretical 
values were 150 psi at 1050 feet while actual data showed 120 psi at 
that range), the actual data with precursor was used for pressure input 
in all subsequent calculations. 
Two other one-dimensional cases, a bi-linear representation of stress-
strain and a multi-linear constituency relationship allowing for the "s-
curve" shape embodied by these types of soils, were initially analyzed by 
the method of characteristics as shown in Fig. 3.5 and Table 1. Results 
of the two analyses applied to the Priscilla test are presented in Figo 
3.6 for the 1050 foot range at thirty foot depth. Both analyses had 
shortcomings compared with the actual test data. The bi-linear program 
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reached maximum values too soo.n and predicted results almost sixty 
percent higher than actually measured Late time velocities were 
generally close to the measured values& The multi-linear analysis 
allowed for the more rapid propagation of velocities at low pressures 
and greater hysteretic effects. The results provided a time history 
with an early, low peak value together with significant late time velo-
city values. Predicted response in both cases produced a time history 
beginning sooner than actually measured. This phenomena apparently 
results from the averaging and interpolation scheme utilized within the 
method of characteristics program, but could stem from improper base 
shift when the data were reduced. 
Because of the discrepancies listed above, a series of parametric 
studies was undertaken to determine the effect of program changes and 
of variations of soil parameters. The principal program variable with-
in the method of characteristics is the size of the time step, ~t, 
allowed. The 'size of ~t leads also to the depth of each soil segment 
analyzed by any individual characteristic. Initial variance of ~t from 
five milliseconds to two milliseconds produced little significant .change 
in the response time historye Two parametric studies were conducted on 
soil properties e The first, conducted on a bi-linear model of a t'V10-
layered soil profile(Fig. 3.7), was used to determine qualitative effects 
of changing the soil modulus in each soil layer Analysis of the re-
sponse time histories produced the following qualitative conclusions 
for the thirty foot depth at 1050 foot range(Fig. 3. The value of the 
maximum modulus (usually dictated by a high unloading modulus) affects 
the time of initial response. A high maximum modulus will normally cause 
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an initial response sooner than a lower one. This effect appears tied 
to the interpolation and averaging mechanics of the method of character-
istics program because the size of the z-t grid is dependent upon the 
choice of maximum modulus. 
The value of the unloading modulus of the lower layer does not 
appear to affect appreciably the response within the time frame up to 
0025 seconds. 
The value of the loading modulus of the lower layer does cause 
late time increase or decrease in response. Decreasing the modulus 
increases negative maximum velocity while increasing the modulus 
decreases the maximum negative response. 
Lower initial moduli of either layer slows down the time to peak 
response and elastic materials produce higher maximum response. 
At greater depth(Fig. 3.9) the above conclusions remain valid with 
the exception of late time phenomena that reflected the influence of 
deeper layer characteristicse Principal changes at the 125-130 foot 
depth were-the increased disparity between time to peak response for 
soils of high and low initial modulus, a lessening of late time particle 
velocities for soils with a lower layer of increased initial modulus, and 
an increase of late time particle velocities for soils of decreased 
initial modulus in the lower layer. 
Corrections to the stress-strain curves were employed to bring the 
time and value of peak response more closely in line with test data. By 
first reducing the unloading moduli of all layers for the multi-linear 
model, the hysteresis was reduced, energy expended lessened, and maximum 
values of response were made to more closely approach the test data(Fig. 
3.10)0 Similarly, the bi-linear model was modified to reduce initial 
modulus values so that time to peak response was extended to more closely 
match the actual test results. The constituitive models that resulted 
are depicted in Fig. 3@11. 
Analysis of Fig. 3.10 showed that the multi-linear approach still 
achieved peak response early and retained negative velocity values ~t 
late times. Hm.;rever, general agreement was good. The bi-1inear program 
produced response values greater than test data throughout all time 
ranges after the precursor had passed. To reduce these high values, 
another parametric study involving a five-layer soil profile was con-
ducted with a modified bi-1inear mode1(Figs. 3.12-3.14). The study 
included results at 650 foot and 1050 foot ranges for both thirty 
and sixty foot depths. The response time histories, listed in Figs. 
3.15 through 3.22, show great variances but some general trends are 
apparent. By lowering upper layer initial moduli in the multi-linear 
model, the propagation velocities were reduced and peak times could be 
made to nearly coincide with test data. Late time discrepancies were 
corrected in increasing initial moduli of lower layers. Adjustment of 
the loading moduli provided the principal means of correcting response 
histories9 Generally, use of a stress-strain curve that is more elastic 
appeared to give best results. This feature is reflected in later con-
clusions. Corrections based on the above trends were applied to the 
models. Results, utilizing the modified soil parameters shown in Fig. 
3923, are depicted in Figse 3.24-3.27. The one-dimensional analysis 
utilizing the modified constituitive properties showed excellent corre-
lation with the test data. One item of interest arose during the analysis 
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regarding the Priscilla test data., An obvious inconsistency in the actual 
records is shown in Fig. 3.27 in that the maximum velocity could not 
have occurred at the late time shown in the test reporte 
3.2 Results of the Two-Dimensional Program 
The two-dimensional program developed in Chapter 2 was utilized 
in the analysis of ground motion response to the superseismic loading 
discussed in Section 3.1. Initial results exhibited significant oscill-
ations that indicated instability under certain conditions. To rectify 
this problem, another parametric study involving the material model was 
undertaken. From that analysis, it was determined that the oscillations 
began during stress unloading-reloading sequences, when utilizing a 
variable modulus model similar to that in Fig. 3.23.. The oscillations 
were more pronounced when using a highly hysteretic material and'sig-
nificantly less when using an elastic model. Two-dimensional calculations 
continued to show some instabilities at later times during unloading-
reloading sequences. By plotting the pressure versus strain relationship 
sho\vu in Fig. 3.28 as suggested by Jackson(34) it was demonstrated that 
the variable modulus model under certain circumstances actually generated 
energy during these sequences 0 In order to eliminate this difficulty, 
it was necessary to reduce the hysteresis and initially unload along a 
path closely approximating the loading paths Results of this approach 
are depicted in Figs. 3029 and 3.30 and show the particle velocity time 
history at the 1050 foot range for the Priscilla test. Both results 
exhibited some variance from the one-dimensional calculations and test 
results, but produced values in reasonable agreement with them. A 
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further refinement utilizing a·material model with a stress-strain 
curve composed of twelve linear segments produced results depicted in 
Fig. 3.31. The oscillations were considerably decreased and results 
were more acceptable in comparison with the test data. However, maximum 
velocity values were greater than expected. Decreasing the time step, 
~t, from five milliseconds to two milliseconds improved the response 
by both decreasing oscillations and by more closely depicting the peak 
velocity values(Fig. 3.32). 
In summary, the two-dimensional program demonstrated the ability 
to apply the method of characteristics to calculate ground response 
values. However, limitations in the use of the variable modulus model 
can, under certain circumstances, produce instability. Nelson, Baron, 
and Sandler(35) refer to this continuity difficulty in the simplified 
material models and describe several more complex models that eliminate 
such problems. Also, as demonstrated in this treatise~ explicit modifica-
tions to the program such as a smaller time step and refinement of the 
stress-strain curve lead to significantly improved results with the 
two-dimensional programo The use of more complex models is possible 
within the method of characteristics. However, the addition of such 
complications to this method was not deemed warranted as a part of this 
study. 
3e3 Comparison with Empirically Derived Factors 
In order to further verify the predictive capability of the one 
and two-dimensional method of characteristics program, calculations were 
undertaken utilizing empirically derived equations developed by the 
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University of Illinois(36). By utilizing an effective seismic modulus 
of 1400 fps, appropriate for the Nevada test site, an attenuation factor, 
1 
a= l+z/L was calculated. By definition, z=depth in question while 
L=230aw V3 pY2 c l/622. P=peak overpressure, w=yie1d(MT), and ci=effective 
seismic modulus. Thus, L650=92.2 and a650= 1+Z~92.2. Likewise, 
1 
= ---:-~-1+z/157.S· 
Therefore, at the 650 foot range for the Priscilla test, a30=0.75. 
Pressure calculated in this manner at thirty feet deep becomes 264.1 psi 
compared with 267.3 calculated by the method of characteristics. At 
sixty feet deep, aso=0.6 and produces p=2l2 psi compared with 246 cal-
culated.by the method of characteristics. In like fashion, pressures 
at 1050 foot ranges were calculated by both methods. The U. of Illinois 
procedure predicted 100.S psi vs. 153 psi at thirty feet deep and ~6.9 
psi vs. 161 psi at sixty feet deep for the 1050 foot range. Aside from the 
sixty foot deep-1050 foot range, the two methods produced significant agreements 
Comparison of velocities predicted by these two methods produced sub-
2 
stantial agreement. According to Hal1(36) , V=144ga p/ycl where g=386 ips, 
z 
y= density(lb/ft3)=100 1b/ft3 average. At the 650 foot range, the empirically 
derived equations predicted V=(l3S' in/sec)y • 
z 
Therefore: V30=8.6 fps 
V60=7"O fps 
Velocities calculated by the method of characteristics were: 
V60=4.9 fps 
At the 1050 foot range, the Illinois calculations predicted V30=3.3 fps 
35 
and V60=2.9 fps as compared with the method of characteristic derived 
values of V30=3.3 fps and V60=2~8 fps. The above calculations demonstrate 
the accuracy of the predictions developed by the method of characteristics 
and the capability of that technique to be used in determination of ground 
motion values. 
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CHAPTER 4 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study was undertaken initially to investigate whether the method 
of characteristics as applied to the analysis of ground response arising 
from large explosions could offer advantages, primarily in simplicity, as 
a tool in making such calculations. Interest in this approach arose in 
part from the work of previous investigators and from some recent studies 
carried out by Wiley and Streeter (Ref. 12). The use of an uncomplicated 
material model such as that just noted could allow for inexpensive readily 
handled investigations in a manner different from that commonly found in 
the complicated sophisticated computer codes wherein soil properties and 
the resulting behavioral characteristics are often obscured. Indeed the 
method of characteristics development reported herein did allow systematic 
attention to the media characteristics and did allow an understanding of 
the effect of the relatively simple soil parameters used to characterize 
the soil in this study. 
Ground motion resulting from a large scale surface burst was analyzed 
utilizing the method of characteristics to resolve the equations of motion. 
A one-dimensional calculational program was developed employing both an 
elastic and a variable modulus constitutive model. Both capabilities were 
applied in parametric studies to investigate the effect of geologic material 
on ground motion. It was determined from these investigations that the 
principal constitutive property affecting the wave forms was the loading 
modulus. Peak response values, rise times and late time quantities were 
all significantly affected by the initial (seismic) and subsequent loading 
moduli. Unloading modulus values affected the maximum ~z-~t dimensions 
37 
and hence the interpolation scheme utilized in this method. Altering 
the unloading moduli also changed the hysteretic nature of the soil and 
increased or decreased peak response values by changing energy dissipation. 
Response values due to wave propagation appear more dependent on the 
elastic nature of the soil than on the dissipative mechanism. 
Comparison of ground motion analysis using a bi-linear and multi-
linear stress-strain curve showed that most features of the wave forms 
could be predicted with the less complicated bi-linear model. This 
feature appears to hold for relatively low values of input stress in 
the range up to 1000 psi. As values approach the kilobar range, the 
multi-linear model is suggested to account for the "shocking up" action 
of ?oil at higher stresses. 
A two-dimensional program T,l7as developed by a superposition of 
orthogonal one-dimensional characteristic grids and employed a multi-
linear constitutive model. Two-dimensional calculations were conducted 
to predict response in the superseismic region of the Priscilla test. 
Comparison of that result with one-dimensional predictions and test 
values demonstrated the ability of the two-dimensional program to produce 
acceptable calculations. Under certain circumstances, however, the two-
dimensional method had a tendency to generate energy during the computa-
tional cycle and become unstable. By initially unloading along a loading 
path, the observed generation of energy could be eliminated and stability 
achieved. A more complex constitutive model could be utilized to remedy 
the instability but at a cost to the program simplicity. Investigation 
of alternative constitutive models was not pursued extensively in 
this study. 
38 
Within the context of investigating relatively simple computational 
techniques, it is recommended that further investigations of one-
dimensional wave propagation problems explore the technique founded on 
the method of characteristics. The two-dimensional program may be a 
profitable calculational tool if the material model employed utilized 
either a modified stress-strain curve or alternative constitutive model. 
The study demonstrates conclusively the applicability of this 
calculational technique to this class of problems. Moreover, it 
demonstrates that non-linear stress-strain representations can be used 
with such techniques. 
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Table I. Strain Values for Stress-Strain Curves 
Values of strain are given counterclockwise from origin. 
Fig. 3.5 
Bi-linear 
0, .135, .046 
0, .19, .0134 
Fig. 3.11 
Bi-1inear 
0, .1, .083 
0, .1, .0806 
0, 
.2" .16 
0, .1, .078 
0, .01, .007 
Fig. 3.23 
Bi-1inear 
0, .1, .078 
0, .1, .086 
0, .01, .007 
Multi-linear 
0, .01175, .033, .072, .0657 
0, .00374, .076, .0923, .0823 
0, .0025, .14, .15, .137 
0, .00125, .0992, .1, .093 
0, . 00455, . 0050, . 00633, . 00455 
Multi-linear 
0, .0117, .033, . 003 
0, .0037, .. 076, .0923, .0673 
0, .0025, .14, .15, .116 
0, .00125, .0992, .087 
0, .00455, .0050, .00633, .00455 
Hu1ti-linear 
0, .0119, .033, .0236 
0, .002, .076, .0923, .0673 
0, .0025, .14, .15, .116 
0, .00125, .0992, .1, .087 
0, .00455, .0050~ .00633, .00455 
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Figure 2.10 Equilibrium of Forces 
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SEISMIC INITIAL 
UNIT WEI~HT POROSITY SECANT HODULUS VELOCITY HODULUS 
Depth (lbs/ft ) (Percen~) At 300 psi (psi) (fps) (psi) 
90 43 .16,000 1100 23,500 
92 43 22,000 2000 79,000 
95 41 12,000 2000 82,000 
50 
102 40 36,000 2800 168,000 
109 33 360,000 3600 360,000 
65 RIGID BOUNDARY AT 650 FT. 7777/77777777777777777 
Figure 3.1. Model for Frenchman Flat Profile 
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APPENDIX A 
ELASTIC PROGRAM_ 
DIMENSION SI(50), SIP(50), V(50), VP(50), P(20), M(lO), C(50), 
lDX(SO), RO(SO), H(lO) , NM(20) , AN(20), K(20) , DXT(lO) , CT(lO), 
2ROT(10), SI1(50) 
REAL N 
NA}illLIST/DIN/DT,TMAX, ROT, N, IPRINT, P, H, Ll, JT 
10 READ(S, DIN, END=99) 
WRITE(6,DIN) 
DO 12 L=1,L1 
CT(L)=SQRT(M(L)/ROT(L» 
12 DXT(L)=DT*CT(L) 
J=1 
N=O.O 
DO 34 L=1,L1 
AN(L)==U(L)!DXT(L) 
K(L)=H(L)!DXT(L) 
ANT=AN(L) 
KT=K(L) 
IF(ANT.GT.(KT+.5» GO TO 33 
NM:(L)=K(L) 
GO TO 35 
33 NM(L)=K(L)+1 
35 NT=NM(L)+N 
NN=N+1 
DO 41 I=NN,NT 
C(I)=CT(L) 
DX(I)=DXT(L) 
RO(I)=ROT(L) 
41 CONTINUE 
34 N=NM(L)+N 
N1=N+1 
T=O.O 
C INITIAL CONDITIONS 
SI(1)=P(J) 
V(l)=O.O 
DO 13 I=2,Nl 
81(1)=0.0 
13 V(I)=O.O 
WRITE(6,14) (DX(I),C(I), I=1,N) 
14 FORMAT(5X,IF1S.2, 1F15.4) 
20 IF(IPR1NT.EQ.2) GO TO 29 
HRITE(6,2l)T 
21 FORMAT (lOX, 'TlME=', FIO.S) 
DO 47 I=I;;NI 
47 811(1)=SI(I)/144. 
WRITE(6,22) (SII(1), V(I), I=1~N1) 
22 FORMAT (5X, IF15.2, lF15.4} 
29 T=T+DT 
IF(T.GT.TMAX) GO TO 40 
IF(J.GT.JT)GO TO 87 
J=J+1 
C INTERIOR POINTS 
87 DO 25 I=2,N 
89 
88 SIP(I)=(SI(I-1)+SI(I+l)+(RO(I)*C(I)*V(I+1)-RO(I-1)*C(I-1)* 
1V(I-1»)/2.0 
VP(I)=(SI(I+1)/(RO(I)*C(I»-SI(I-1)/(RO(I-1)*C(I-1»+V(I-1)+V 
1(1+1»/2.0 
25 CONTINUE 
I=N1 
C BEDROCK BOUNDARY 
VP(N1)=0.0 
SIP(N1)=SI(I-1)-(RO(I-1)*C(I-l)*V(I-1» 
C SURFACE BOUNDARY 
1=1 
SIP(I)=P(J) 
VP(I)=(SI(I+1)-SIP(I»/(RO(1»+V(I+l) 
DO 30 I=l,Nl 
30 SI(I)=SIP(I) 
GO TO 20 
40 GO TO 10 
99 CALL EXIT 
STOP 
END 
90 
Definition of Variables 
DT-----Time Step Increment(sec) 
THAX---Haximum time allowed ~or program(sec) 
RO-----Soil density(slugs/ft ) 2 
M------Constrained soil modulus(lb/ft ) 
IPRINT-Output to be printed is determined by this value(either 1 or 0) 
H------Thickness of soil layer(ft) 
Ll-----Number of soil layers 2 
P------Pressure on ground surface(lbs/ft )-last p must be 0 
SI-----Pressure in soil at node(psf) 
SIP----Pressure in soil at node at next time increment(psf) 
V------Velocity of soil particle(fps) 
VP-----Velocity of soil particle at next time increment(fps) 
C------Velocity of wave propagation(fps) 
NM-----Number of divisions that are determined within a soil layer 
K,AN---Number of divisions that are later converted to NM 
N------Total number of layers used in computation 
Nl-----Total number of node points in the vertical direction 
JT--·---Total number of values for which P is defined 
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APPENDIX B 
ONE-DIMENSIONAL PROGRAM 
DIHENSION EHG(lO) , ROT(lO), CT(lO), DZT(lO) , AN(lO), H(lO), K(lO), 
IN}I(lO), C(250), SIGSTA(250), SIGST(10), OSIG(250) , DZ(250), 
2RO(250), Z(250), SIG(250), P(50), V(250), VPH(250), RNU(250), 
3S1(250), VP(250), SIGP(250), ECTT(lO,lO), ECST(10,lO) , SIGG(250), 
4RMUT(10) , S2(250) 
CONHON LH, ECT(250,10), ECS(250,10) , EH(250), ENN(250,10), I 
NAHE1IST/BLAST/ENG, ROT, H, SIGST, P, ECTT, ECST, LM, JT, DT, RMUT, 
ITHAX, 11, L't-IP 
1 READ(5,B1AST, END=99) 
WRITE(6,BLAST) 
DO 12 L=I,Ll 
CT(L)=SQRT(EHG(L)/ROT(L» 
12 DZT(L)=DT*CT(L) 
JP=1 
C CALCULATE THE TOTAL NU}mER OF LAYERS TO BE USED 
N=O 
DO 4 L=1,11 
AN(L)=H(L)/DZT(L) 
K(L)=H(L)/DZT(L) 
ANT=AN(L) 
KT=K(L) 
IF(ANT.GT.(KT+.5» GO TO 3 
NM(L)=K(L) 
GO TO 2 
3 NM(L)=K(L)+l 
2 NT=NH(L)+N 
NN=N+l 
C ADD VALUES FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL SOIL LAYER SO THEY BECOME SEQUENTIAL 
C VALUES FOR EACH LAYER USED IN THE M.O.C. PROGRAM 
DO 41 I=NN,NT 
SIGSTA(I)=SIGST(L) 
OSIG(I)=SIGSTA(I) 
DO 18 11=l,1MP 
ECT(I,LL)=ECTT(L,LL) 
18 ECS(I,LL)=ECST(L,LL) 
LHH==LM-l 
C CALCULATE VALUE OF MODULUS BETWEEN ANY TWO POINTS ON THE STRESS-
C STRAIN CURVE 
DO 10 LP=l,L'HM 
10 EMN(I,LP)=(ECT(1,LP+l)-CECT(I,LP»/(ECS(1,LP+1)-ECS(I,LP» 
C(I)=CT(L) 
RMU (I) =Rl1UT (L) 
DZ(I)=DZT(L) 
RO(I)=ROT(L) 
41 CONTINUE 
4 N=NN(L)+N 
WRITE (6,110) N 
110 FORMAT (1110) 
N1=N+1 
Z(1)=0.0 
C INITIAL CONDITIONS 
T=O.O 
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C PRESSURE AT TOP OF SOIL LAYER EQUALS INPUT PRESSURE FROM BLAST. 
C VELOCITY AT SURFACE IS INITIALLY O. 
SIG (1)=.P (JP) 
V(1)=0.0 
DO ·13 1=2, N1 
SIG(I)=O.O 
13 V(I)=O.O 
DO 5 I=1,Nl 
5 Z(I+1)=Z(I) + DZ(I) 
WRITE (6,6) (Z(I), I=1,Nl), 
6 FOR}~T (2X,'Z= " (13F8.2» 
21 WRITE (6,25) T 
25 FOR}~T(10X, YTI~ffi= " 1FI0.5,//) 
C LIMITS NUMBER OF LINES OF OUTPUT 
~F (N1. GT. 30.) GO TO 86 
N11=Nl 
GO TO 266 
86 Nll=20 
266 DO 26 I=1,Nll 
IF (SIG(I). LT. 0.0) SIG(I)=O.O 
26 SIGG(I)=SIG(I)/144. 
WRITE (6,27) 
27 FORMAT (12X, 'PRESSURE v, 12X, 'VELOCITY V) 
WRITE (6,30) (SIGG(I), V(I), I=1,N11) 
30 FORMAT (5X, IF15.2, IF15.4) 
31 T=T+DT 
C CHECK IF T ACTUAL IS LARGER THAN PREDETERMINED TOTAL TIME DESIRED 
C FOR ANALYSIS 
IF(T.GT.T~~) GO TO 90 
IF(JP.GT.JT) GO TO 88 
JP=JP+l 
c INELASTIC P~ffiTERS 
88 DO 40 I=1,N 
C CALCULATE ACTUAL PRESSURE AT A POINT=AVERAGE PRESSURE FROM 
C POINT ABOVE AND POINT BELOW PLUS STATIC PRESSURE 
SIGT=(SIG(I)+SIG(I+l»/2.+SIGSTA(I) 
CALL EMM(SIGT, OSIG(I» 
OSIG(I)=SIGT 
C CALCULATE PRESSURE WAVE VELOCITY 
VPW(I)=SQRT«EM(I)+RMU(I)!DT)!RO(I» 
82(I)=VPW(I)*DT/DZ(I) 
40 81(I)=1.-S2(I) 
C INTERIOR POINTS 
DO 48 I=2,N 
J=I+1 
L=I-l 
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C INTERPOLATE TO FIND VELOCITY AT NON-NODE POINTS 
SR=SIG(1)*Sl(L)+S1G(L)*S2(L) 
VR=V(1)*Sl(L)+V(L)*S2(L) 
SS=SIG(I)*Sl(1)+S1G(J)*S2(I) 
VS=V(1)*Sl(1)+V(J)*S2(1) 
RAT10=RO(L)*VPH(L)/(RO(1)*VPW(I) 
VP(I)=(SS-SR+(RO(L)*VPW(L)*VR)+(RO(I)*VPW(I)*VS)+(V(J)-V(L»*( 
1RMU(L)-RHU(I»/(DZ(L)+DZ(1»)/«RO(L)*VPH(L»+(RO(I)*VPW(I») 
48 SIGP (I)= (SR+RATIO*SS-RO(L) *VPW(L)'~ (VR-VS)- (RNU (L)+RATIO*RNU(I» * 
l(V(J)-V(L»)/(DZ(L)+DZ(I»)/(l.+RATIO) 
C SURFACE BOUNDARY 
SS=SIG(1)*Sl(1)+S1G(2)*S2(1) 
VS=V(1)*Sl(1)+V(2) (S2(1) 
SIGP(l)=P(JP) 
VP(1)=(SS-SIGP(1)-RMU(1)*(V(2)-V(1»/DZ(1»/(RO(I)*VPW(1)+VS 
C BEDROCK BOUNDARY 
VP(Nl)=O.O 
SR=SIG(Nl)*Sl(N)+SIG(N)*S2(N) 
VR=V(Nl)*Sl(N)+V(N)*S2(N) 
SIGP (Nl)=SR-RO(N)*VPW(N)*VR+B}ID(N)*V(N)/DZ (N) 
DO 55 I=I,Nl 
V(I)=VP (I) 
55 SIG(I)=SIGP(I) 
GO TO 21 
90 GO TO 1 
99 STOP 
END 
C BI(MULTI)-LINEAR SUBROUTINE 
SUBROUTINE EMM(SIGT,OSIG) 
CO~ruON L}I, ECT(250,10) , ECS(250,10), EM(250), EMN(250,10), I 
C DETERMINE IF ON LOADING OR UNI.OADING PORTION OF STRESS-STRAIN CURVE 
IF(SIGT.GT.OSIG) GO TO 9 
EH(I)=EHN(I,LM-1) 
RETURN 
9 DO 11 LP=I,LM 
C DETERMINE VALUE OF SECANT OR TANGENT MODULUS TO USE 
IF(ECT(I,LP).LT.SIGT» GO TO 11 
IF(OSIG.GT.ECT(I,LP-2) GO TO 14 
GO TO 15 
14 IF(LP.EQ.3) GO TO 18 
STRl=ECS(I,LP~I)+(SIGT-ECT(I,LP-l»*(ECS(I,LP)-ECS(I,LP-l»/ 
l(ECT(I,LP)-ECT(I,LP-l» 
STR2=ECS(I,LP-2)+(OSIG-ECT(I,LP-2»*(ECS(I,LP-l)-ECS(I,LP-2»! 
I(ECT(I,LP-l)-ECT(I,LP-2») 
EH(I)=(SIGT-OSIG)/(STRI-STR2) 
RETURN 
15 STR1=ECS(I,LP-l)+(SIGT-ECT(I,LP-1»*(ECS(I,1P)-ECS(I,1p~I»1 
l(ECT(I,LP)-ECT(I,LP-l» 
EM(I)=SIGT/STR1 
RETURN 
18 EN(I)=EHN(I,LP-2) 
RETURN 
13 EM(I)=EMN(I,LP-1) 
RETURN 
11 CONTINUE 
END 
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Definition of Variables 
Input Values 
ENG----Naximum value of dynamic modulus 
ROT----Soil density for any particular soil layer 
DT-----Increment of time 
Ll-----Number of soil layers existing at site 
H------Depth of each soil layer 
p------Pressure existing on surface at given location P=P(t,x) 
SIGST--Static soil pressure in given layer. Generally computed by 
yh to average depth of layer 
RMUT·---Value of 1J(viscosity)for given layer 
ECTT---Value of stress for each node of stress-strain curve for a 
given layer of soil 
ECST---Value of strain for each node of stress-strain curve for a 
given layer of soil 
LH-----Number of nodal points on stress-strain curve 
JT-----Number of values of input pressure given at specific location 
on soil surface 
TNAX---Naximum time prescribed for analysis of "zt il diagram 
LMP----Number of possible nodal points on stress-strain curve 
C~lcula~ed Values. _. . _ . . . _ 1M 
CT-----Wave propagation velocity within a given soil layer CT=/--
DZT----Depth of wave propagation for a particular DT-- ,V P 
establishes ~Z of 6Z-~T grid 
AN----}Counting numbers to determine number of ~Z increments within 
K----- given soilt~ayer 
Z------Depth of I ~Z 
~ 'l Sequential listing of each value from Z=O to Z=Z(total depth). They 
RO i are an accumulation of the respective CT,RMUT,DZT,ROT,ECTT,ECST, 
ECT and SIGST values 
ECS 
SIGST 
SIG----Value of pressure computed at each depth for a given time step 
SIGP---Value of pressure computed at succeeding time step for each depth 
OSIG---Temporary listing of old value of pressure at each depth 
VPW----Velocity of pressure wave for each given soil layer 
V------Particle velocity at each depth for a given time 
VP-----Particle velocity at each depth for a succeeding time 
NM1----Counting numbers for total number of layers of ZT diagram NTJ 
LMM----Number of segments of stress-strain curve 
Sl,S2--Factors used for interpolation of velocity values within a 
~Z-~T grid 
EMN----Value of modulus between any two nodal points of the stress-
strain curve 
NI-----Number of last node in Z direction of the ~Z-~T grid 
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REPRESENTATIVE DATA INPUT 
Stress 
. (ECT) 
(I, 1) 
(1,3) 
EM(2) 
(1,2) 
(I,LM) Strain 
(ECS) 
An example of data input is listed below for a 5 layer soil media with 
three-segment stress-strain curve. 
&BLAST DT=.Ol, TMAX=.l, ROT=2.79, 2.86, 2.95, 3.17, 3.38, 5*0.0, 
H=10., 2*20.,120.,480., 5*0.0, L1=5, P=21600., 17452.8, 
13291.2, 9144., 8061., 6976.8, 5893.92, 4809.6, 4377.6, 3945.6, 
3513.6, 3096., 2649.6, 2232., 1800., 5*0.0, JT=20, LM=4, RMUT=10*0.0, 
SIGST=449.2, 1819.3, 3690.1, 10764.5, 43009.5, 5*0.0, 
EHG=45600000., 28800000., 22500000., 43611428., 43611428., 5*0.0, 
ECTT=O., 336960., 1368000.,8*0.0,388800., 1152000., 8*0.0, 
302400., 900000., 8*0.0, 590400.,' 1526400., 8~'cO. 0, 590400., 
1526400., 57*0.0, 
E C S T= 0.." • 0 8 , 0 16 , . 13, 7 * 0 . 0 , ,. 12 II • 19, .15, 7 * 0 • 0 II .16, . 24 , 
.2, 7*0.0 51 .. 14, .18 51 .145, 7*000, .14, .18, .145, 56*0.0, &END 
97 
APPENDIX C 
TWO-DINENSIONAL PROGRAM 
DIMENSION CT(lO) , EMG(lO), ROT (10) , DZT(lO) , AN(lO) , H(lO), K(10) , 
lNM(lO), ECTT (10,10), ECST (10,10), RMUR(300), RHUT (10), DZR(300) ,. 
2ROR(300), SIGU(300), SIGD(250), SIGL(250), SIGR(250), SIGPU(250),. 
3SIGPD(250) , SIGPL(250), SIGPR(250), VU(250), VD(2S0), VL(250), 
4VR(2S0), Z(100), VPU(250), VPD(2S0), VPL(2S0), VPR(250), PRESS(2S0) , 
5VEL(250), DIS(300), DZ(300), IVE(300), SIGSTA(300), OSIG(300), 
6INTER(300), IONE(50) , IBED(SO) , IPRINT(300) , RMU(300), RO(300), 
7VPW(300), Cl(300) , D(300), DD(300), IP(lO), P(SO,20), IV(10), 
8ECTR(40,10), ECSR(40,10), EMNR(40,10) 
COMMON ECT(300,10) , ECS(300,10), EM(300), EMN(300,10), I, LM 
NAMELIST/BLAST/EMG, ROT, H, P, RMUT, ECTT, ECST, LM, JT, DT, TMAX, 
ILl, LMP, lVEL, IPR, IV, IP, DIST, RNU, DDZ 
1 READ(S,BLAST, END=99) 
DO 12 L=l, L1 
CT(L)=SQRT(ENG(L)/ROT(L» 
12 DZT(L)=DT*CT(L) 
JP=1 
N=O 
DO 4 L=1,L1 
AN(L)=H(L)/DZT(L) 
K(L)=H(L)/DZT(L) 
ANT=AN(L) 
KT=K(L) 
IF(ANT.GT.(KT+.S» GO TO 3 
NM(L)=K'(L) 
GO TO 2 
3 NM(L)=K(L)+l 
2 NT=NM(L)+N 
NN=N+1 
DO 41 I=NN,NT 
DO 18 LL=l,LMP 
ECTR(I,LL)=ECTT(1,LL) 
18 ECSR(I,LL)=ECST(L,LL) 
LMH=LM-1 
DO 10 LP=l,LMH 
10 EMNR(I,LP)=(ECTR(I,LP+1)-ECTR(I,1P»/(ECSR(I,LP+1)-ECSR(I,LP» 
RMUR(I)=RMUT(1) 
DZR(I)=DZT(L) 
ROT (I)=ROT(1) 
41 CONTINUE 
4 N=NM(L)+N 
WRITE(6,110) N 
110 FORlfAT (1110) 
Nl=N+l 
Z(l)=O.O 
DO 5 I=l,N 
5 Z(I+1)=Z(I)+DZR(I) 
WRITE(6,6) (Z(I), 1=l,Nl) 
6 FORMAT (2X, 'Z= 1, (13F8.2» 
WR1TE(6,8) (DZR(1), 1=l,N) 
8 FORMAT(/, 2X, 'nz= " (12F8.2» 
C SETTING UP 1VE 11ATR1X 
DO 17 I=l,N 
DZM=O.O 
IF(DZR(I).LT.DZM) GO TO 17 
DZM=DZR(1) 
17 CONTINUE 
DELX=DZM 
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C DELTA X EQUALS MAXIMUM VALUE OF DELTA Z 
NX=DIST/DELX 
NII=(NX*N1)+(NX+l)*N 
NIT=N*(NX+1) 
NXT=NX 
NST=O 
NOT=1 
WTA=O.O 
DO 53 J=l,N 
NTT=NOT+NX 
DO 52 II=NOT, NTT 
RMU(II)=RMUR(J) 
DZ(II)=DZR(J) 
RO(II)=ROR(J) 
SIGSTA(II)=RO(II)*32.28DZ(11)/2.+WTA 
OSIG(11)=SIGSTA(1I) 
DO 56 LL=l,LMP 
ECT(1I,LL)=ECTR(J,LL) 
ECS(II,LL)=ECSR(J,LL) 
56 CONTINUE 
DO 57 LP=l, LMM 
57 EMN(II,LP)=EMNR(J,LP) 
52 CONTINUE 
WTA=RO(NTT)*32.28DZ(NTT)+WTA 
NOT=NTT+l 
53 CONTINUE 
NOT=(NX+l)*N+l 
WTA=OeO 
DO 55 I=l,Nl 
J=1 
NTT=NOT+NX-l 
DO 54 1I=NOT,NTT 
IF(I.EQ.N1) J=1-1 
RMU(II)=RMUR(J) 
DZ(I1)=DELX 
RO(II)=ROR(J) 
SIGSTA(II)~WTA*.4 
OSIG(II)=SIGSTA(II) 
DO 32 LL=l,LMP 
ECT(II,LL)=ECTR(J,LL) 
ECS(II,LL)=ECSR(J,LL) 
32 CONTINUE 
DO 33 LP=l,LMM 
33 EMN(II,LP)=EMNR(J,LP) 
54 CONTINUE 
WTA=ROR(J)*32.2*DZR(J)+WTA 
NOT=NTT+l 
55 CONTINUE 
C INITIAL CONDITIONS 
NQT=Nl*(NX+l) 
NQST=NX+l 
NQRT=NX+2 
DO 202 II=l,NQST 
SIGU(II)=P(JP,II) 
SIGD(II)=P(JP,II) 
SIGL(II)=P(JP,II) 
SIGR(II)=P(JP,II) 
SIGPU(II)=P(JP+l,II) 
SIGPD (II) =P (JP+l', II) 
SIGPL(II)=P(JP+l,IL) 
202 SIGPR(II)=P(JP+l,II) 
DO 20 II~NQRT,NQT 
SIGU(II)=O.O 
SIGD(II)=O.O 
SIGL(II)=O.O 
SIGR(II)=O.O 
SIGPU(II)=O.O 
SIGPD(II)=~O.O 
SIGPL(II)=O.O 
20 SIGPR(II)=O.O 
DO 203 I=l,NQT 
VU(I)=O.O 
VD(I)=O.O 
VL(r)=O.o 
VR(I)=O.O 
VPU(I)=O.O 
VPD(I)=O.O 
VPL(I)=O.O 
VPR(I)=O.O 
203 CONTINUE 
DO 30 I=l,NQT 
25 PRESS(I)=O.O 
VEL(I)=O.O 
30 DIS(I)=O.O 
INVE=2*N 
99 
IF(NX.GTel) GO TO 26 
INHO=Nl 
GO TO 27 
26 INHO=2*N1 
100 
C NUMBER OF NODES VERTICALLY EQUALS N1 
C NUMBER OF NODES HORIZONTALLY EQUALS NX+1 
27 NN=INVE+INHO 
NSTEP=(TMAX/DT)+l 
IT=1 
NNMM=NN-1 
DO 19 I=1,NNMM,2 
IVE(I)=NST+1 
IF(IVE(I).GT.NIT) NXT~NX-1 
J=I+1 
lVE (J)=IVE (I)+NXT 
NST=IVE(J) 
19 CONTINUE 
IOI=(Nl-l)* (NX+1) 
ISTEP=l 
T=O.O 
C ESTABLISHING LATTICEWORK DI}ffiNSIONS 
NXXT=NX+1 
IRT=2*Nl-3 
INTER(l)=IRT 
IMRT=IRT-l 
DO 45 I=2,I:HRT,2 
INTER(I)=NXXT+l 
J=I+1 
INTER(J)=INTER(I)+NX 
NXXT=INTER(J) 
45 CONTINUE 
IONE(1)=NX+2 
NXRT=NX+2 
DO 46 I=2,NXRT 
46 IONE(I)=I-l 
IBED(I)=«NX+l)*N)+l 
IBED(2)=IBED(1)+NX 
NXST=O 
IPRINT(1)=(2*Nl)+1 
NRT=(2*N1)+1 
NRMT=NRT-l 
DO 47 I=2,NRMr,2 
IPRINT(I)=NXST+l 
J=I+1 0 
IPRINT(J)=IPRINT(I)+NX 
NXST=IPRINT(J) 
47 CONTINUE 
N2N=INTER(1) 
N3N=IONE(1) 
N9N=IBED(1) 
NION=IBED(2) 
NI1N=IPRINT(1) 
70 WRITE(6,75) T 
101 
75 FORMAT (' TI~1E=', F7.3, 'SEC') 
N11NN=N11N-1 
DO 135 1=1, N10N 
130 PRESS(I)=(SIGU(I)+SIGD(I»*.5/144. 
135 VEL(I)=(VU(I)+VD(I»*.5 
WRITE(6,62) 
62 FORMAT(/ I, 2X, 'NODE " 7X, 'PRESSURE v, 12X, 'VELOCITY ') 
WRITE(6,63) (I, PRESS(I), VEL(I), SIGU(I), SIGD(1), SIGL(I), 
lSIGR(I), VU(I), VD(I), VL(I), VR(I), 1=1, 40) 
63 FOR}lliT(116, IF15.2, 5X, 1F15.2, 8F10.2) 
82 T=ISTEP*DT 
IF(T.GEoTIY~) GO TO 220 
ISTEP=ISTEP+1 
IF(JP.GT.JT) GO TO 83 
JP=JP+1 
83 ICOUNT=O 
DO 90 IO=1,NNMM,2 
IF(10.EQ.(INVE+l» IH=O 
Il=IVE(IO) 
12=IVE(I0+1) 
IH=IH+1 
DO 90 1=11,12 
IF(IO.LE.1NVE) GO TO 91 
IR=I-IOI+IH 
IL=IR-1 
C AVERAGING PRESSURES FROM SIDE BY SIDE NODES TO GET PRESSURE IN 
C HORIZONTAL LINE ELEMENT 
93 PP=(SIGR(IL)+SIGL(IR»*.S+SIGSTA(I) 
IF(IO.LE.INVE+2) GO TO 84 
IK= (IH-1,)* (NX+l)-1 
EM(I)=EM(IK) 
GO TO 901 
84 IKQ=(IH)*(NX+l)-l 
EH(I)=EM(IKQ) 
GO TO 901 
C AVERAGING PRESSURES FROM ONE NODE ABOVE ANOTHER TO GET PRESSURE 
C IN VERTICAL LINE ELEMENT 
91 NOW=I+NX+1 
PP=(SIGD(I)+SIGU(NOH»*.S+SIGSTA(I) 
CUSE SUBROUTINE TO DETERMINE INELASTIC PROPERTIES 
.92. CALL EMM(PP,OSIG(I» 
.C CALCULA.TE PRESSURE WAVE VELOCITY 
901 VPW(I)=SQRT «EM(I)+R}fU (I) InT) /RO (I» 
C1(I)=RO(I)*VPH(I) 
D(I)=2.*EM(I)*nT 
DD(I)=(RNU)/D(I) 
IF(ICOU~T.GT.175) GO TO 902 
HRITE(6,763) I,EM(I),VPW(I),Cl(I),RMU(I),PP,OSIG(I),SIGSTA(I) 
763 FORMAT(lI5,7F12.3) 
ICOUNT=ICOUNT+l 
902 OSIG(I)=PP 
90 CONTINUE 
C INTERIOR POINTS 
NJ=NX+1 
IH=O 
N2NH=N2N-l 
IOO1'T=O 
DO 101 IO=2,N2MN,2 
1H=1H+1 
11+INTER(IO) 
12=1NTER(10+1) 
DO 101 1=11,12 
J=I+1 
K1K=I+NJ 
L=1-1 
H=I-NJ 
IR=I+IOI-1H 
IL=IR-l 
IF(1.NE.Il) GO TO 95 
L=1 
IL=1R 
90 TO 97 
95 1F(1.NE.12) GO TO 97 
J=1 
IR=1L 
97 AJJ=SIGR(I)+S1GL(I) 
102 
AKK=S1GU(I)+S1GD(I) 
PR1=S1GU(1)-VPW(H)*(SIGU(1)-S1GD(H»*DT/DZ(M) 
PR2=SIGD(I)-VPW(1)*(SIGD(I)-SIGU(KIK»*DT/DZ(I) 
VRl=VU(I)-VPW(M)*(VU(I)-VD(M»*DT/DZ(M) 
VR2=VD(I)-VPW(I)*(vD(I)-VU(K1K»*DT/DZ(1) 
PR3=SIGL(I)-VPW(1L)*(SIGL(I)-SIGR(L»*DT/DZ(1L) 
PR4=SIGR(I)-VPW(IR)*(SIGR(I)-S1GL(J»*DT/DZ(IR) 
VR3=VL(I)-VPW(IL)*(VL(I)-VR(L»*DT/DZ(IL) 
VR4=VR(I)-VPW(IR)*(VR(I)-VL(J»*DT/DZ(1R) 
Al=DT / (DDZ1(RNU) 
A2=-EM(M)*Al/Cl(M)-EM(I)*Al/Cl(I)+lo/RNU 
A3=PRl*EM(M)*Al/Cl(M) 
A4=VRl*EM(M)*Al 
A5=PR2*EM(1)*Al/Cl(I) 
A6=VR2*EM(1)*A1 
A7=AKK/(2.*RNU)-AJJ/2. 
AMU=(RMU(M)+RMU(I»*(VU(KIK)-VD(M»/(2.*(DZ(M)+DZ(I») 
BMU=(RMU(IL)+RMU(IR»*(VL(J)-VR(L»/(2o*(DZ(IL)+DZ(1R») 
A8=AMU*EM(M)*Al/Cl(M) 
A9=A}rn*EM(1)*Al/Cl(I) 
B2=-EM(1R)*Al/Cl(IR)-EM(IL)*Al/Cl(IL)+1./RNU 
B3=PR4*EM(IR)*Al/C1(IR) 
B4=VR4*EM(IR)*Al 
B5=PR3*EM(IL)*Al/Cl(IL) 
B6=VR3*EN(IL)*Al 
B7=AJJ/(2.*RNU) 
B8=AKK/2. 
B9=BHUi~EH(IR) *Al/Cl (IR) 
BlO=B~ru*EM(IL)*Al/Cl(IL) 
103 
SIGPR(I) = (A2* (B3-B9+B4+B5-BIO-B6-B 7+B8)+A3-A8-A4+A5-A9+A6·-A7) / 
1(1-A2*B2) 
SIGPL(I)=SIGPR(I) 
SIGPU(I)=SIGPR(I)*B2+B3-B9+B4+B5-BIO-B6-B7+B8 
SIGPD(I)=SIGPU(I) 
VPU(I)=(SIGPU(I)-PRl+AHU)/Cl(H)+VRl 
VPD(I)=(-SIGPD(I)+PR2-AMU)/Cl(I)+VR2 
VPL(I)=(SIGPL(I)-PR3+Bpru)/Cl(IL)+VR3 
VPR(I)=(-SIGPR(I)+PR4-BHU)/Cl(IR)+VR4 
101 CONTINUE 
C SURFACE POINTS 
DO 105 IO=2,N3N 
I=IONE(IO) 
KIK=I+NJ 
SIGU(I)=P(JP-1,I) 
SIGD(I)=P(JP-l,I) 
PR2=SIGD(I)-VPW(I)*(SlGD(I)-SIGU(KIK»*DT/DZ(I) 
SIGPD (I) =P (JP ,I) 
SIGPU(I)=SIGPD(I) 
VR2=VD(I)-VP1~(I)*(VD(I)-VU(KIK»*DT/DZ(I) . 
VPD(I)=(PR2-SIGPD(I)-{B1ill(I)/DZ(I»*(VU(KIK)-VD(I»)/Cl(I)+VR2 
VPU(I)=VPD(I) 
VPL{I)=O.O 
VPR(I)=O.O 
SIGPL(I)=SIGPD(I) 
SIGPR(I)=SIGPD(I) 
105 CONTINUE 
C BEDROCK 
DO 120 I=N9N,N10N 
VPD(I)=OcO 
VPU(I)=O.O 
VPR(I)=O.O 
VPL(I)=O.O 
H=I-NJ 
VRl=VU(I)-VPW(M) * (VU(I)-VD(H»*DT/DZ(H) 
PRl=SIGU (1) -VPH(H) ~'~ (SIGU (I) -SIGD (M» *DT/nZ (N) 
SIGPU (I) =PRl +RO (1:1) *VPW(H) * (-VRl)+(ru-ru (M) /DZ (M» * (VD (M» 
SIGPD(I)=SIGPU(I) 
SIGPL(I)=SIGPD(I) 
120 SIGPR(I)=SIGPD(I) 
DO 78 I=l,NION 
IF(SIGPU(I).LT.O.O) SIGPU(I)=O.O 
IF(SIGPD(I).LT.O.O) SIGPD(I)=O.O 
IF(SIGPL(I).LT.O.O) SIGP1{I)=O.O 
IF(SIGPR(I).LT.OoO) SIGPR(I)=O.O 
78 CONTINUE 
DO 140 I=1,N10N 
SIGU(I)=SIGPU(I) 
SIGD(I)=SIGPD(I) 
SIGL(I)=SIGPL(I) 
SIGR(I)=SIGPR(I) 
VU(I)=VPU(I) 
VD(I)=VPD(I) 
VL(I)=VPL(I) 
141 VR(I)=VPR(I) 
140 CONTINUE 
GO TO 70 
220 GO TO 1 
99 STOP 
END 
C BI(MULTI)-LINEAR SUB1~OUTINE 
SUBROUTINE EMH(PP,OSIG) 
104 
COMMON ECT(300,10) ,ECS(300,10) ,EN(300) ,EMN(300,lO)-;I,LM 
PPP=PP+150. 
IF(PPP.GE.OSIG) GO TO 9 
EH(I)=EMN(I,LM-l) 
RETURN 
9 DO 11 LP=I,LM 
IF(PP.EQ.O.) GO TO 20 
IF(ECT{I,LP).LT.PP) GO TO 11 
IF(OSIG.GE.ECT(I,LP-l» GO TO 13 
IF(OSIG.GE.ECT(I,LP-2» GO TO 14 
GO TO 15 
14 IF(LP.EQ.3) GO TO 18 
STRl=ECS(I,LP-l)+(PP-ECT(I,LP-l»*(ECS(I,LP)-ECS(I,LP-1»1 
l(ECT(I,LP)-ECT(I,LP-l» 
STR2=ECS(I,LP-2)+(OSIG-ECT(I,LP-2»*(ECS(I,LP-l)-ECS(I,LP-2»! 
I(ECT(I,LP-l)-ECT(I,LP-2» 
EM(I)=(PP-OSIG)!(STRl-STR2) 
RETURN 
15 STRl=ECS(I,LP-l)+(PP-ECT(I,LP-l»*(ECS(I,LP)-ECS(I,LP-1»/ 
l(ECT(I,LP)-ECT(I,LP-l» -
EM(I)=pp/sTRl 
RETURN 
18 EM(I)=EMN(I,LP-2) 
RETURN 
13 EM(I)=EMN(I,LP-l) 
RETURN 
20 EM(I)=EMN(I,l) 
RETURN 
11 CONTINUE 
END 
